Town Center Lantern District Street Improvement Project
PHASE 2A
Construction Alert / Look-Ahead Schedule

The City is finishing landscaping, electrical improvements, placement of decomposed granite in tree wells, brick pavers, remaining concrete work, installation of site furnishings, and changing the roadway to allow for two-way traffic. There will be a lot of work going on throughout the Project site over the next few weeks.

Upcoming construction will take place at the following locations between September 15, 2015 and October 2, 2015 (and beyond). Weather or unforeseen issues may impact the schedule at any time. Please also see map below.

A) INTERSECTION CROSSWALK PAVERS – This work is in progress and should be completed by the end of this week, although the rain slowed us down.

B) COBBLE PAVING IN GOLDEN LANTERN MEDIAN NEAR PCH – Cobble paving in the median on Golden Lantern will be completed during this period.

C) DEL PRADO ASPHALT SEAL COAT (GOLDEN LANTERN TO COPPER LANTERN/PCH) – The seal coat will be placed over the entire roadway segment on Del Prado down coast of Golden Lantern during the week of September 21st. Access to the adjoining shopping center will be limited while the work is being done.

D) FINAL STRIPING OF DEL PRADO/TWO WAY CONVERSION – During the week of September 21st, the City will begin to correctly orient traffic on Del Prado and complete striping work to allow for conversion to two-way traffic. We hope to convert the roadway to two-way traffic between September 28th and September 30th.

E) LANTERN DISTRICT ARCHWAY STRUCTURE/FOUNDATIONS – The archway sign is in place and all the finish work to complete the Archway is being scheduled.

F) PCH BANNER POLES – The concrete banner poles on PCH between Del Prado and Ruby Lantern will be installed in October. They are already on site being staged on Del Prado near Ruby Lantern.

QUESTIONS/ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Please contact Matthew Sinacori, City Engineer (949) 248-3574 or msinacori@danapoint.org. For additional updates follow us at:

Website: www.danapoint.org (See Project Link on Home Page under City News)
Facebook: DanaPointCityHall
Twitter: @cityofdanapoint
Email: ssharke@danapoint.org to subscribe to email update list & advertisements